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Internal Affairs 

 Political Developments 

1. GD chair vows to disclose details about For Georgia leader’s betrayal 

“Team members of Giorgi Gakharia (For Georgia party leader) will not have to wait long to know the details 

about betrayal,” said Irakli Kobakhidze, Chair of the ruling Georgian Dream (GD) party. 

According to Kobakhidze, the Georgian society should know the truth about the establishment of an “open 

coalition” in 4 municipalities. He also hinted at disclosing some facts when Giorgi Gakharia served as Prime 

Minister and Minister of Internal Affairs. “I am waiting for awkwardness to diffuse to disclose the details,” 

Kobakhidze said. 

Speaking about the nomination of the Lelo party’s Badri Japaridze as Rustavi single-mandate candidate, Irakli 

Kobakhidze said: “The alliance of Lelo and United National Movement is obvious.” (1tv.ge, February 17, 2022) 

2. Five Arrested in Alleged International Fraud Scheme 

The Georgian Prosecutor’s Office and Interior Ministry have arrested five suspected members of a 

transnational organized crime group, allegedly involved in a so-called “call center scam” that defrauded 

citizens in Germany and other European countries.  

The Prosecution said today the scammers had set up a call center via several enterprises established in 

Georgia, and would telephone people abroad to lure them into fictitious lucrative deals in the e-commerce 

of bonds, stocks, commodity assets, currencies and cryptocurrencies on fake trade platforms.  

According to the authorities, the detainees then transferred the victims’ money to their international group’s 

bank accounts, with some of the finances funneled to the detainees’ company accounts in Georgia after 

transfers for laundering. 

The Prosecutor’s Office said the suspects laundered income worth tens of million GEL. (1 USD = GEL 3.0008). 

The detainees are facing charges of fraud and money laundering under Articles 180 and 194 of the Criminal 

Code of Georgia, envisaging a prison sentence of nine to twelve years (Civil.ge, February 18, 2022). 

3. MIA: crime rate reduced; crime-solving rate increased from 35.5% to 49.8% in 2021 

lice departments across Georgia increased their rate of solving criminal cases from 35.5 percent to 49.8 

percent last year, Minister of Internal Affairs Vakhtang Gomelauri told chiefs of departments from across the 

country in a meeting on Friday. 

Gomelauri summarised past year’s trends and spoke about challenges for police in the near future in the 

meeting, focusing on main indicators of the results of the work against crime and public safety issues. 

“[The increase in crime-solving rate] is a great achievement, and it is your and your departments’ merit. We 

have to continue this way in 2022, at least we have to maintain this rate and ideally increase it to the maximum, 

of course,” Gomelauri said (Agenda.ge, February 18, 2022). 

4. Georgian Public Broadcaster denies censorship allegations of its host 

Georgian Public Broadcaster (GPB) has rejected censorship allegations of its host Imeda Darsalia, whose 

weekly analytical programme New Week has not aired since December due to the TV channel’s decision to 

reorganise it.  

In an interview with TV Pirveli, Darsalia said the reorganisation has been a decision “against” him, alleging 

attempts of censorship of “critical topics” from the channel, and claiming an existence of “blacklists” at the 

broadcaster. 

After the last [episode of the] programme, we were told I was no longer the host of the show and the show 

was pausing in its current format. I do not know what the [future] format will be,” Darsalia said. 

In his comments, Darsalia also alleged the censorship as coming from the management, saying he would 

bring his case to court and “talk about all the details there.”  
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GPB released its response yesterday, calling the allegations a “targeted campaign aimed at tarnishing the 

reputation [of the channel],” adding “not a single project has been closed on the TV channel, including New 

Week.” (Agenda.ge, February 18, 2022) 

5. ODIHR Urges Georgia to Suspend State Inspector Dissolution 

The OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) has urged Georgia to suspend the 

enforcement of controversial law dissolving outspoken State Inspector’s Service, and establishing Special 

Investigation and Personal Data Protection agencies instead. 

The ODIHR’s opinion — published by the Georgian Public Defender today — stressed it was “highly 

problematic that, contrary to international standards” the law to abolish the Service on March 1 was rushed 

through the Parliament in late December. 

It asserted that the expedited passage “lacked openness and transparency and failed to allow for a thorough 

and inclusive legislative process,” as a result of which the changes could be perceived as “politically biased, 

and intended to undermine the independence and effective functioning of the institution.” 

The opinion stressed that the rationale for the introduction of the amendments was unclear and the 

arguments in favor of the rushed adoption were insufficient (Civil.ge, February 21, 2022). 

6. Saakashvili Goes on Hunger Strike, Again 

Jailed ex-President of Georgia, Mikheil Saakashvili today announced a “complete, permanent hunger strike,” 

during a court hearing on the case of exceeding authority during the November 7, 2007 crackdown on anti-

government protests. 

The ex-President argued his decision is a response to the Georgian Dream government’s treatment of him 

and the “people.” 

He cited the evaluations of the group of physicians assembled by the Public Defender and of the Empathy, a 

rehabilitation center for victims of torture, to argue that the Georgian penitentiary system cannot provide 

adequate medical treatment for diseases he developed during his initial 50-day-long hunger strike. 

Besides, the ex-President accused the Rustavi prison administration of mistreatment, claiming that the 

authorities have decided to bar doctors and nurses from visiting Saakashvili in his cell and no longer maintain 

a physician on duty. 

Against this backdrop, Saakashvili said he has fainted twice following his transfer from the Gori military clinic 

back to the penitentiary (Civil.ge, February 21, 2022). 

7. Opposition Controversially Elects Senaki Sakrebulo Chair 

Opposition United National Movement and For Georgia councilors elected today FG’s Irakli Kacharava as 

Senaki Municipality Council Chair amid heated procedural dispute with the ruling Georgian Dream party. 

The 33-member hung Senaki Sakrebulo has been unable to elect new chair for some three months now, as 

none of the rival camps had the majority in the council. Following local elections in October, GD secured 16 

seats, while UNM has 13 and ex-PM Giorgi Gakharia’s FG has four. 

But the stalemate began after FG deputy Ilia Akhalaia quit the mandate in early December, leaving the two 

opposition groups with a total of 16 mandates, insufficient to endorse new chair. 

Things took a controversial turn on February 9, when 16 opposition councilors endorsed the credentials of 

new FG deputy Nikoloz Shamatava, in a move that GD and Sakrebulo staff argued violated the law. 

The GD said as per the law the opposition councilors had no right to convene the session to accept the new 

deputy as they fell short of the quorum of 17 attendees amid the ruling party’s boycott. 

“In a gross violation of law, [opposition] have taken unprecedented decision not only for the Georgian legal 

system but for the civilized world,” GD councilor Saba Odisharia referred today to opposition’s endorsement 

of the new member, in a briefing ahead of the vote for chair. 

Apart from the Senaki Sakrebulo, the four Local Councils — Zugdidi, Rustavi, Tsalenjikha and Chkhorotsku — 

have elected a For Georgia member as chair with the opposition’s backing. 

For the time being, the Sakrebulo of Batumi, Georgia’s second largest city, remains the only Council without 

a chair (Civil.ge, February 23, 2022). 
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 COVID-19 

8. Georgia to Further Ease COVID Curbs 

The Georgian Government announced today it would ease a number of COVID restrictions and strike down 

several public health measures starting from March 1. 

The Inter-Agency Coordination Council, responsible for fighting back the pandemic in the country, has argued 

the receding wave of the Omicron strain allowed for the gradual lifting of restrictions. 

From March 1, all foreign nationals and residents, who are either vaccinated or present a negative PCR test 

taken no later than 72 hours ago, will be allowed to enter Georgia freely, be it from air, sea, or land borders.  

Foreign nationals will no longer be required to fill out online applications developed for business visitors, 

students, and those working from Georgia. 

Georgian nationals returning to the country, who are neither vaccinated nor have negative PCR test results, 

will have to undergo a five-day self-isolation, down from the previous eight days. Those entering with a 

negative PCR test result are no longer required to retest after three days. 

In restaurants and other dining areas, ten people — instead of six — will be allowed to sit at a single table 

indoors, while 15 — instead of ten — persons will be permitted in outdoor spaces (Civil.ge, February 22, 2022). 

 Economy and Social Affairs 

9. Georgian domestic exports up 47.6% in January 2022 

Georgia has exported locally produced goods worth $331.3 million in January 2022, which is 47.6 percent 

higher year-on-year, the preliminary data from the National Statistics Office of Georgia (Geostat) show. 

Geostat said local exports in the country had accounted for 69.9 percent of total exports in the reporting 

period, amounting to $231.5 million, 39.1 percent higher compared to January 2021 (Agenda.ge, February 21, 

2022). 

10. Turkey, Azerbaijan, Russia top trading partners of Georgia in January 2022 

Turkey ($168.7 million), Russia ($128.6 million) and Azerbaijan ($122 million) are the top trading partners of 

Georgia in total external trade turnover in January 2022, preliminary data from the National Statistics Office 

of Georgia (Geostat) show. 

Georgia's top trading partners by exports in January 2022 were Bulgaria ($49.6 million), Azerbaijan ($46.8 

million) and Russia ($42.7 million), while the top trading partners by imports were Turkey ($141.1 million), 

Russia ($85.9 million) and China ($75.2 million) (BM.ge, February 21, 2022). 

 Occupied Territories 

11. Bibilov Orders Review of Combat Readiness Fearing Tbilisi ‘Provocation’ 

Leader of Russian-occupied Tskhinvali Region/South Ossetia, Anatoly Bibilov has instructed defense chief 

Ibragim Gasseev to assess combat readiness of weaponry, equipment and “defense ministry” personnel amid 

the possibility of “provocations” from Tbilisi, Tskhinvali-based RES agency reports. 

In Bibilov’s opinion, the review is necessary amid an escalation of tensions around Ukraine, with the Kremlin-

backed ‘president’ going on to claim on February 16 that Tbilisi “may well try to conduct provocations on this 

front.” 

While military chief Gasseev has said S. Ossetian troops are in combat readiness, Bibilov has set February 24 

as the date of an official review, also aimed at informing the public if “the armed forces are ready for 

provocations, to repulse aggression or not.” 

While there is a scarcity of reliable information available on the number of S. Ossetian military capacity, 

Russian media estimates that Tskhinvali could be maintaining around 1,200 active servicemen (Civil.ge, 

February 18, 2022). 

12. Abkhazia Adopts 2022 Budget 

Lawmakers in occupied Abkhazia approved today the region’s 2022 budget, setting this year’s revenues at 

RUB 9.43 billion (USD 122.9 million) and expenditures at RUB 9.98 billion (USD 130.2 million), while the deficit 

stands at RUB 554.2 million (USD 7.22 million), RFE/RL’s Russian-language Ekho Kavkaza reported. 
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The revenues include the Russian financial aid for social and economic development amounting to RUB 4.38 

billion (USD 57 million), as well as an additional RUB 1.35 billion (USD 17.6 million) allocated for implementing 

the 2020-2022 investment program. 

Before endorsing the budget, however, the lawmakers voted to remove from the list of the authorities’ 

proposed expenses the payment of RUB 55 million (USD 718 thousand) in compensation to Russian 

businessman Mikhail Panov. 

The provision had caused controversy in the first hearing of the budget back in December, when some 

lawmakers — including the chair of the budgetary committee Natalie Smyr — suspected the authorities were 

with the payment helping “a friend at the expense of the budget.” (Civil.ge, February 18, 2022) 

13. Fearing Tbilisi ‘Provocation,’ Bzhania Puts Military on High Readiness 

Leader of occupied Abkhazia, Aslan Bzhania ordered today to place the units of Abkhaz armed forces, security 

service, and law enforcement on high combat readiness, in order to prevent potential “provocations” from 

Tbilisi, according to a statement released by Bzhania’s press service. 

The move comes as Russia refuses to draw back its forces massed in and around Ukraine. 

But the Abkhaz leader has instead blamed Ukraine for the “sharp escalation of tensions” and accused Kyiv of 

refusing “to resolve the conflict within the framework of the negotiation process.” 

The Kremlin-backed leader has also maintained that Abkhaz leadership is in “constant contact” with 

authorities in the Moscow-backed self-proclaimed entities Donetsk and Luhansk and pledged military and 

humanitarian support to them, “if necessary.” 

Bzhania today further instructed the ‘minister of emergency situations’ Lev Kvitsinia to prepare for welcoming 

and accomodating evacuees from Russian-occupied Donetsk and Luhansk regions (Civil.ge, February 21, 

2022). 

14. Sokhumi, Tskhinvali Hail Putin Over Donbas Recognition 

Kremlin-backed leaders of occupied Abkhazia and Tskhinvali Region/South Ossetia, Aslan Bzhania and 

Anatoly Bibilov, respectively, have promptly welcomed Vladimir Putin’s decision to recognize the 

independence of occupied Ukrainian regions of Donetsk and Luhansk. 

As an ally of Russia, Abkhazia supports the decision of Russia’s top leadership, Aslan Bzhania said in a 

statement of February 21/22 night. 

“We are confident that this decision will contribute to strengthening the security architecture in the region 

in the long term,” Abkhaz leader noted. 

“Moreover, we believe that the decision on Russia’s recognition of the Donbas Republics contributes to the 

formation of a more just and balanced world order, where the rights of small peoples are reliably protected 

and the international community hears and respects their voice,” Bzhania added (Civil.ge, February 22, 2022). 

Security & Foreign Policy 
15. PM to take part in Munich Security Conference together with world leaders 

Georgian Prime Minister Irakli Gharibashvili, together with the world leaders, will take part in the Munich 

Security Conference, which will be held on February 18-20 in Munich. 

Wolfgang Ischinger, Chairman of the Munich Security Conference invited Georgian PM to the conference. 

Within the framework of the conference, PM plans to hold high-level bilateral meetings both at the political 

level, as well as with representatives of the business community and the leaders of large companies. 

The Munich Security Conference is the world’s leading forum for international security policy, bringing 

together in February each year more than 450 top decision-makers and leaders from around the world to 

discuss the most pressing issues of international security policy. 

16. Georgian Defense Minister Meets NATO SecGen, Military Committee Chair 

Georgian Defense Minister Juansher Burchuladze has held meetings with NATO Secretary General Jens 

Stoltenberg and Military Committee Chair Admiral Rob Bauer, on the margins of the February 16-17 Defense 

Ministerial in Brussels. 
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The Georgian Defense Ministry reported on February 17 that Minister Burchuladze and Secretary General 

Stoltenberg discussed common security challenges and the threats coming from Russia. 

The Georgian official stressed the importance of increased NATO involvement in the region, according to the 

report. 

The discussion also focused on deepening cooperation between Georgia and the Alliance as well as the 

upcoming NATO-Georgia 2022 exercises, slated for March.  

Meanwhile, the Defense Ministry stated that the Georgian Defense Minister with Admiral Rob Bauer stressed 

the importance of the Alliance’s firm stance and maintaining its open door policy amid intensifying Russian 

aggression (Civil.ge, February 17, 2022). 

17. NATO Defense Ministers Restate Commitment to Open Door Policy 

Defense Ministers of Allied states confirmed today that NATO’s door remains open during their meeting with 

Georgian and Ukrainian counterparts, Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg said in a press conference. 

The Secretary General said the Allied member state officials addressed with Georgia’s Juansher Burchuladze 

and Ukraine’s Oleksii Reznikov the continued threat of Russian aggression, the deteriorating security situation 

in the Black Sea region and NATO support for both countries.  

Referring to Moscow’s demands that NATO rescinds its commitment that Georgia and Ukraine will eventually 

become members, Secretary Stoltenberg stressed “we cannot accept a return to an age of spheres of 

influence, where big powers bully, intimidate, or dictate to others.” 

“Any decision on NATO membership is for NATO Allies and aspirant countries to take, nobody else,” he 

asserted going on to underscore that the right of each country to choose its own path is “absolutely 

fundamental” for European and transatlantic security and it shall be respected (Civil.ge, February 17, 2022). 

18. GD head: Care must be taken to avoid war in Ukraine 

Irakli Kobakhidze, the head of the ruling Georgian Dream (GD) party, has said the Georgian government will 

make decisions to safeguard the country’s security, amid the raised tensions between Russia and Ukraine on 

the latter’s border. 

The Georgian politician said an armed conflict breaking out in Ukraine would have the “worst” consequences 

for the Ukrainian people, adding “we must make sure that the war does not start." 

The Georgian government will make decisions in accordance with the developments in Ukraine, the party 

head added, saying “each step” would be based on national security grounds (Agenda.ge, February 18, 2022). 

19. "Georgians stand with Ukraine" - civil activists, opposition hold solidarity rally in Tbilisi 

Georgian civil activists and opposition politicians held a rally in solidarity with Ukraine outside the government 

administration offices in Tbilisi on Saturday. 

Denouncing Russia's military buildup at the Ukrainian border, the demonstrators carried Georgian and 

Ukrainian flags and banners, including ones that read: "Georgians stand with Ukraine" and "Georgia and 

Ukraine without Russia." (Agenda.ge, February 20, 2022) 

20. Georgia Decries Putin’s Recognition of Donetsk, Luhansk 

Georgian leadership has strictly condemned Vladimir Putin’s recognition of occupied Donetsk and Luhansk 

regions as independent, stressing that Russia repeats the scenario tested in Georgia in 2008. 

President Salome Zurabishvili tweeted that Georgia strongly condemns Russia’s recognition of Ukraines’s 

Donetsk and Luhansk regions, “repeating the scenario that led to the occupation of 20% of our [Georgian] 

territory.” 

Georgia stands by President Zelenskyy and in support of Ukraine‘s territorial integrity and peace, Salome 

Zurabishvili said on February 21-22 night. 

Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili, on his part, tweeted that the recognition of Donetsk and Luhansk by 

Russia is “another step directed against the fundamental principles of international law and unfortunately 

repeats the occupation of Georgian territories in 2008.” 

“We strongly support the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ukraine,” PM Garibashvili noted. 
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Speaker of the Georgian Parliament, Shalva Papuashvili said Moscow’s step represents “a blatant violation of 

international law.” 

“Georgia stands in solidarity with Ukraine. It is critical from international community to act resolutely to 

avoid war and protect fundamental principles of int[ernational] law,” the Georgian Speaker tweeted. 

The Foreign Ministry of Georgia Reacts 

The Foreign Ministry said “Georgia is following with concern the latest developments around Ukraine, which 

pose yet another serious challenge for the European and Global security.” 

“Recognizing Ukraine’s territories – Donetsk and Lugansk as independent states by Russia represents yet 

another flagrant violation of the fundamental principles of international law,” the ministry’s late night 

statement underscored. 

This, Georgia’s Foreign Ministry continued, “in fact repeats the scenario of Russia’s military intervention into 

Georgia’s Tskhinvali region in 2008 and subsequent recognition of the independence of this region and of 

Abkhazia/Georgia, and their occupation.” 

“Georgia unequivocally supports Ukraine’s territorial integrity and sovereignty,” it highlighted (Civil.ge, 

February 21, 2022). 

 War in Ukraine: Georgian Perspective 

21. VTB Bank Georgia Hit with Int’l Sanctions 

The Georgian branch of Russia’s state-owned VTB Bank is no longer able to carry out transactions in U.S. 

Dollars, British Pounds, or Euros, after the U.S., UK, EU and other allies slapped sanctions on Russian financial 

institutions in response to the invasion of Ukraine. 

The National Bank of Georgia said today as the regulator of commercial banks it has complied with the 

sanctions and restricted the VTB’s transactions in the relevant foreign currency. 

In an original statement, the central bank expressed readiness to provide the Russian-owned bank with 

financial resources in case of liquidity needs (February 25, 2022). 

22. Georgia Won’t Join Russia Sanctions, PM Says 

Georgian Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili announced today Tbilisi will not join international sanctions on 

Russia over its full-scale attack on Ukraine. 

“I want to state clearly and unambiguously, considering our national interests and interests of the people, 

Georgia does not plan to participate in the financial and economic sanctions, as this would only damage our 

country and populace more,” he said. 

Speaking with reporters at the memorial of Georgian junkers killed during the Soviet invasion of Georgia in 

February 1921, PM Garibashvili claimed he will not make any decisions that “harms” the interests of the 

people. 

“I, as [a person] responsible to our country’s populace and as the head of government, responsible for 

domestic as well as foreign policy, will lead on the basis of national interests,” he said (Civil.ge, February 25, 

2022). 

23. Garibashvili Under Fire over Ukraine Remarks 

Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili has come under fire from the opposition, Public Defender and foreign 

politicians over controversial remarks on Ukraine, saying Georgia will not join sanctions against Russia and 

visiting Kyiv would be “useless.” 

Nika Melia, chair of the United National Movement, the largest opposition party, dubbed the Prime Minister’s 

statements as “collaborationist acts in this crucial time for Ukraine, Georgia and the whole international 

order.” 

“I want to make clear that Russia’s puppet regime in Georgia does not represent the position of the Georgian 

people,” he asserted. 

Natia Mezvrishvili of ex-PM Giorgi Gakharia’s For Georgia party meanwhile slammed today the Georgian PM 

and Government as “fainthearted.” 
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Referring to the PM’s claims that his decisions were based on Georgia’s “national interests,” Mezvrishvili 

argued the GD has “decided to pursue an anti-national policy under the guise of these words.” (Civil.ge, 

February 25, 2022) 

24. “Attaboy!” – Moscow Praises Georgia’s Prime Minister 

The First Deputy Head of the International Committee of the Federation Council of Russia, Vladimir Jabarov 

welcomed Georgian Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili’s clear-cut announcement on not joining West’s 

sanctions against Russia over Ukraine attack. 

“Attaboys! One can only welcome such a decision,” Jabarov told Russian paper Izvestia. 

He said Georgia maintains good trade relations with Russia, including in the supply of fruits, vegetables, and 

wine. 

They probably realized that “the West will not reimburse Georgia for any of this,” Jabarov remarked (Civil.ge, 

February 25, 2022). 

25. Zelenskyy: Georgia’s People Better than Their Gov’t 

“Indeed, there are times when citizens are not the Government, but better [than] the Government,” Ukrainian 

President Volodymyr Zelenskyy stated in response to the thousands-strong pro-Ukraine demonstration in 

Tbilisi today. 

“Incredible Georgian people who understand that friends must be supported!” the President tweeted, 

expressing gratitude “to everyone in Tbilisi and other cities who came out in support of Ukraine and against 

the war.” 

Georgian citizens took to the streets second day in a row to protest Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine 

(Civil.ge, February 26, 2022). 

26. Opposition Slams GD for Rejecting Parliament Session on Ukraine 

Opposition lawmakers today accused the Georgian Dream of cowardice after the ruling party refused 

participating in the February 25 extraordinary parliamentary session on Russia’s war against Ukraine. 

Parliament Speaker Shalva Papuashvili announced today the session would not open at all, as the quorum 

would be absent due to GD’s refusal to participate. 

Although the opposition MPs gathered at the Parliament anyways and tried to enter the Parliament’s plenary 

hall, they were seemingly locked out at Speaker Shalva Papuashvili’s request, in a move they see as 

unconstitutional. 

“Today is a day of shame in the Georgian Parliament,” said UNM leader Khatia Dekanoidze in a joint press 

briefing with Lelo party as well as independent MPs. 

She claimed that the Georgian Dream lawmakers were tasked by the party’s founder billionaire Bidzina 

Ivanishvili to reject attending the session, and warned them it “was worst and the most shameful decision” 

they have ever made.  

Former Parliament Speaker, MP David Usupashvili of Lelo on his part reminded Speaker Papuashvili that the 

Constitution had obliged him to open a session. 

Despite having prior knowledge there would be no quorum, the Speaker should have allowed the MPs to 

enter the assembly room for registering anyways, according to MP Usupashvili. 

“Today we wanted to have a day of true national-state unity,” he said. “We wanted, first and foremost, to 

show to the Georgian people that despite the many differences [among political parties], we share a common 

state interest.” (Civil.ge, November 25, 2022) 

27. FM Zalkaliani, State Department Official Talk Ukraine 

Derek Chollet, U.S. State Department Counselor, has held a phone conversation with Georgian Deputy Prime 

Minister, Foreign Minister David Zalkaliani to discuss the Russian offensive in Ukraine. 

“Spoke with Georgian FM Zalkaliani about Russia’s premeditated, unprovoked, and unjustified attack against 

Ukraine and continuing occupation of Georgia,” the U.S. official said in a tweet on February 25. 

“We stand united with Ukraine and Georgia in support of their sovereignty and territorial integrity,” he 

stressed. 
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The Georgian top diplomat, on his part, hailed “unwavering [U.S.] support to our sovereignty and territorial 

integrity.” (Civil.ge, February 25, 2022) 

28. 2008 War Wasn’t Inevitable, Garibashvili Says 

Marking the Day of Soviet Occupation in 1921, PM Irakli Garibashvili seized the opportunity today to criticize 

the former UNM administration and ex-President Mikheil Saakashvili over handling events leading up to 

Russo-Georgian War of August 2008. 

In his remarks, coming amid opposition’s strong criticism against the Georgian Dream government’s reserved 

stance over Russia’s war against Ukraine, Garibashvili claimed the United National Movement now aims to 

“create provocations and repeat the calamity they could not avert with the August 2008 War.” 

The Prime Minister cited recent CNN interview with Condoleeza Rice, ex-Secretary of State “she once again 

recalled the events of August [2008], saying they were aware of Russia’s plan to invade Georgia, that means 

they informed informed the Georgian authorities about it.” (Civil.ge, February 25, 2022) 

29. NATO Chief Talks More Support for Georgia 

Kremlin is trying to make NATO and EU make less support for our partners” said today NATO Secretary 

General Jens Stoltenberg following the extraordinary virtual summit of NATO Heads of State and 

Government. 

But, the NATO chief asserted, “our collective answer must be more support to countries like Georgia, Moldova 

and Bosnia and Herzegovina.” 

“To help them succeed in democratic reforms and pursue path that are freely chosen,” Stoltenberg noted 

(Civil.ge, February 25, 2022). 

30. Georgia Backs Suspension of Russia’s Representation Rights in CoE 

The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe today suspended Russia from its rights of representation 

in the Committee of Ministers and in the Parliamentary Assembly over Moscow’s attack on Ukraine. 

Media cited the Foreign Ministry as confirming that Georgia was among 42 nations to support the suspension 

out of 47 voting countries. 

A press release by the Council of Europe said the suspension is not a final measure but a temporary one, 

leaving channels of communication open. 

Russia remains a member of the CoE and party to the relevant conventions, including the European 

Convention on Human Rights (Civil.ge, February 25, 2022). 

31. Occupied Abkhazia Recognizes Donetsk, Luhansk 

Kremlin-backed leader of Abkhazia, Aslan Bzhania has followed Russia’s suit to recognize the independence 

of occupied Donetsk and Luhansk “republics” from Ukraine. 

“I consider the decision of our ally to recognize their independence fair from all points of view, and the special 

military operation launched [against Ukraine] – absolutely justified,” Bzhania said. 

Parroting Moscow, the leader of Georgia’s Russian-occupied region said: “Origins of our sympathy towards 

the peoples of these republics are in the similarity of our fates. Over 4 million Russian-speaking citizens of 

Ukraine were subjected to genocide.” (Civil.ge, February 26, 2022) 

32. Georgia to Allocate GEL 1 Mln for Ukraine Humanitarian Aid 

Georgia will allocate GEL 1 million (USD 315 thousand) from its reserve fund to provide humanitarian aid to 

Ukraine amid the Russian invasion, the Government said today. 

The Georgian Government stated the Ministry of IDPs from the Occupied Territories, Labor, Health and Social 

Affairs will purchase pharmaceutical and medical products for the victims of the war with the funds. 

It reported that Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili has already signed the relevant order. 

The development comes as the Georgian PM faces public outcry over controversial remarks about Ukraine 

and the clear-cut rejection of joining international sanctions against Russia (Civil.ge, February 26, 2022). 

33. Zurabishvili Talks Ukraine on Phone With Michel, Macron 

President of Georgia, Salome Zurabishvili today spoke over the phone with European Council President 

Charles Michel and French counterpart Emmanuel Macron amid Russia’s full-scale assault on Ukraine. 
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In the conversation with the EU leader, President Zurabishvili said they discussed “developments in Ukraine, 

Georgia and Europe.” 

Meanwhile, the Georgian President noted she and her French counterpart shared views and full support to 

Ukraine. “President Macron underlined again France’s support to Georgia’s territorial integrity,” she tweeted. 

President Zurabishvili said that the officials invited her to visit Brussels and Paris, respectively, next week. 

President Macron’s administration stated today that the phone call with Georgia’s Zurabishvili, as well as with 

Moldovan President Maia Sandu was “an opportunity to take stock of developments in Ukraine and the 

international community’s responses to Russia’s aggression.” 

The press release said that in both exchanges the French President “reaffirmed his determination to support 

our partners in the European Union’s Eastern Neighborhood against any attempt at tension and 

destabilization.” (Civil.ge, February 26, 2022) 

34. Georgian, Ukrainian Presidents Speak on Phone 

Late on February 26, Georgian President Salome Zurabishvili spoke over the phone with Ukrainian counterpart 

Volodymyr Zelenskyy as Ukrainian troops are fighting Russian advance on Kyiv. 

“Reiterated Georgia’s full solidarity with the people of Ukraine,” tweeted President Zurabishvili. 

“In these tragic times for Ukraine and for all of Europe, President Zelenskyy is an exemplary leader,” she noted. 

On his part, President Zelenskyy tweeted: “Informed President of Georgia [Salome Zurbaishvili] and Prime 

Minister of the Czech Republic [Petr Fiala] about the current situation. Concrete assistance was discussed.” 

“Grateful to our friends [Georgia] and [Czechia] for their support,” the Ukrainian President said (Civil.ge, 

February 27, 2022). 

35. Georgian PM, EU Commissioner Talk Ukraine, EU Integration 

Prime Minister of Georgia Irakli Garibashvili spoke over the phone with the EU Commissioner for 

Neighborhood and Enlargement, Oliver Varhelyi. 

“Had a good [and] productive conversation [with] Commissioner Oliver Varhelyi in these difficult times,” the 

Prime Minister tweeted today (Civil.ge, February 27, 2022). 

36. Zalkaliani Talks Ukraine on Phone with EU, French Counterparts 

On February 26, Georgia’s Vice Prime Minister, Foreign Minister David Zalkaliani spoke over the phone with 

top European diplomat Josep Borrell and French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian, with talks focusing on 

Russia’s armed attack on Ukraine. 

Georgian Foreign Ministry said during the conversation with the High Representative of the European Union 

for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Josep Borrell, the EU’s strong and unwavering support for Georgia was 

reaffirmed. 

“The sides highlighted the special attention the European Union and its Member States pay to their partner 

– Georgia, especially in the light of the ongoing military aggression in Ukraine,” the Foreign Ministry added 

(Civil.ge, February 27, 2022). 

37. Georgia Sends Humanitarian Aid to Ukraine 

Georgia has sent 80 tons of humanitarian aid to Ukraine, the Embassy of Ukraine in Tbilisi reported today. 

“A true friend is someone helping you in these extremely difficult times, not only in word, but also in action,” 

the Ukrainian Embassy wrote on Facebook. 

The Government of Georgia unveiled the decision to purchase humanitarian aid worth GEL 1 million (USD 

315 thousand) yesterday. 

According to the Government, the humanitarian cargo, sent to Ukraine via Warsaw, includes thousands of 

first-aid products, over 30 different kinds of medications, and oxygen concentrators (Civil.ge, February 27, 

2022). 

38. Georgian, German Presidents Hold Phone Talk 

Georgia’s President Salome Zurabishvili has said she had “a very meaningful talk” over the phone with  

German President Frank-Walter Steinmeier. 
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President Zurabishvili tweeted that during the conversation she “underscored the historical importance of full 

EU unity and resolute German support to Ukraine facing Russian aggression.” 

“European increased support to Georgia more timely than ever,” the Georgian President concluded (Civil.ge, 

February 27, 2022). 

39. PM: Sanctions Ineffective, Nobody to Stop Bombing of Kyiv 

“The capital of Ukraine is being bombed and we see that there is nobody to stop this, and let us say directly 

that sanctions are not effective means,” Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili said today, responding to public 

outcry over his clear-cut rejection to join international sanctions against Russia. 

“Who is fighting in Ukraine? Ukrainian troops, Ukrainian army are fighting,” he stressed, adding “We must all 

remember that the country and the whole world are facing huge challenges and in this situation, any 

emotions, miscalculated steps, words, actions, of course, contain great risk.” 

In the Government meeting, Garibashvili also reiterated that the Georgian authorities must act “as per the 

interests of the people only, and then think about the interests of other countries, naturally.” 

“We sympathize with everyone, but we must protect our country and people first.” 

In his address, Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili went on to argue that hitting Russia with sanctions would 

deprive Georgia’s own population of income, citing trade, tourism and remittance statistics (Civil.ge, February 

28, 2022). 

40. Opposition Calls to Shut Airspace to Russia, Ban Pro-Kremlin Media 

შeveral opposition parties and activists are calling for Georgia to shut its airspace for Russia and bar its state 

media and local pro-Kremlin networks from broadcasting in Georgia, amid the full-scale invasion of Ukraine. 

 

Nika Melia, chair of the largest opposition United National Movement party, early on February 28 stated 

that the Government should join the airspace closure imposed by the EU “in the name of the Georgian 

people.” 

Arguing in favor of the media ban, Melia said that “Russia’s propagandist media outlets” violate the “freedom 

and dignity of our country.” 

Melia further accused the Georgian Government of being inactive in its response to the Russian invasion and 

in supporting Ukraine. 

Lelo party chair Mamuka Khazaradze took a different road, calling on key private telecommunication 

companies — Magti and Silknet — to either set a high price for viewers to watch the “Russian propagandist 

channels,” or to drop the networks from their services altogether. 

MP Paata Manjgaladze of Strategy Aghmashenebeli, said his party along with the Republican party will 

formally address the Georgian National Communications Commission to suspend “Russian propagandist 

media,” because their coverage contains “features of information warfare.” 

Shame Movement, an activist group co-organizing massive rallies in support of Ukraine, issued yesterday 

three demands: to close the skies for Russian planes, stop broadcasting “Russian propagandist media” and 

start talking sanctions (Civil.ge, February 28, 2022). 

41. Sanctioned VTB Bank Georgia Offloads Consumer Portfolios 

Russian state-owned VTB Bank Georgia has offloaded its consumer loans and deposits portfolio to China-

linked Basisbank after ending up in the list of financial institutions targeted by the West over Russia’s invasion 

of Ukraine. 

The National Bank of Georgia said yesterday the transition process had already begun and gradually from 

February 28, Basisbank would begin to serve the individual customers in VTB Bank Georgia branches. 

The central bank reaffirmed its compliance with sanctions imposed on Russia, stressing it had instructed the 

financial institutions to adhere to the rules. 

In a separate statement, the NBG also refuted “disinformation” spread by Russian media outlets that the 

Georgian central bank would not restrict the activities of the VTB Bank, which is no longer allowed to carry 

out transactions in USD, Euro and other foreign currencies. 
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“National Bank of Georgia is acting in accordance with the international resolutions and standards and cannot 

and will not help [in] evading implementing these sanctions,” the statement highlighted (Civil.ge, February 

28, 2022). 

42. Garibashvili Faces Resignation Calls 

Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili faces resignation calls over Western-skeptic comments on Russia’s full-scale 

invasion of Ukraine.  

Citizens are set to hit the streets at 19:00 to demand the resignation of “Traitor Garibashvili,” in a 

demonstration announced by the opposition Droa Party. 

Droa leader, Elene Khoshtaria stressed today that it is a “Russian lie that sanctions are ineffective,” in 

response to the prime Minister.  

“At a time when Ukrainian heroes are sacrificing their lives to protect the entire free world against Russian 

aggression, we hear another disgusting statement from our PM,” she said in a tweet.  

Meanwhile, the chair of the United National Movement, Nika Melia today slammed the Georgian PM as 

a “crony” of Russian President Vladimir Putin.  

“Repeating Kremlin’s propaganda and sidelining from the West,” he said, assessing the PM’s comments 

(Civil.ge, February 28, 2022). 

43. Ex-PM Says Georgia Should Ask for ‘Immediate’ EU Membership 

Georgia’s former Prime Minister Giorgi Gakharia has urged the Georgian Dream government to demand 

“immediate membership” in the European Union à la Ukraine. 

Calling on the Georgian authorities “to use this historic chance,” Gakharia stressed today it was high time to 

“remind the whole world that we are the first victim of the Russian aggression.” 

“The right answer to the Russian aggression is to immediately accept Georgia and Ukraine into the European 

family,” he said. 

The former PM said “our place together with our traditions is in Europe,” adding “this is our duty both to our 

ancestors and future generations.” 

Gakharia also criticized his successors’ stance on the current events in Ukraine, saying while the world has 

shown unprecedented reaction towards the Russian aggression, Georgian authorities opted for a stance 

damaging “national interests.” 

The former PM said “every new remark” made by Georgia’s Government on Russia’s aggression in Ukraine 

“insults the dignity of the people of Georgia and the sacrifice made in 2008 for the unity and freedom of the 

country.” 

“We remind the authorities that the population of Georgia has already made its choice – our place is in the 

European family,” Gakharia continued (Civil.ge, February 28, 2022). 

44. FM Zalkaliani, Senior UK Diplomat Hold Phone Talk 

Georgia’s Vice Prime Minister, Foreign Minister David Zalkaliani today spoke over the phone with James 

Cleverly, Minister of State for Europe and North America in the UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth, and 

Development Office. 

The two diplomats discussed Russia’s invasion of Ukraine as well as the geopolitical situation in Europe, the 

Georgian Foreign Ministry reported. The parties highlighted the importance of bilateral strategic partnership 

and stressed the need to deepen future cooperation. 

The officials also noted that Moscow’s aggression against Ukraine echoes the 2008 Russo-Georgian war and 

is another attempt by Russia to divide the work into the spheres of interest, according to the Ministry. 

FM Zalkaliani stressed the importance of the consolidated and consistent stance of the international 

community in responding to the violations of fundamental principles of international law by Russia in Ukraine 

(Civil.ge, February 28, 2022). 

45. Russian General Named Acting Defense Chief of Tskhinvali 

Moscow-backed leader South Ossetian leader Anatoly Bibilov has fired his “defense minister” Ibragim 

Gasseev. Gasseev’s first deputy, Russian general Viktor Fedorov, was named as acting defense chief. 
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The dismissal comes as Bibilov grew increasingly dissatisfied with Gasseev over his bid to participate as his 

challenger in the “presidential elections” of April 10. 

Explaining the decision, Bibilov said on February 26 that “the defense ministry should not be left without a 

leader” amid Ukraine developments while Gasseev gets busy with political endeavors. 

According to Tskhinvali-based RES news agency, Bibilov also accused Gasseev of overstepping his authority 

and disobeying the command. 

“A man who cannot obey will never learn to command,” Bibilov argued. 

Bibilov has also sacked Gasseev’s deputy Akhsar Gassiev, who oversaw the work with personnel. 

Meanwhile, Bibilov has tasked acting military chief Fedorov to monitor the dividing line with Georgia proper 

(Civil.ge, February 28, 2022). 

46. Kyiv Calls on Georgia’s PM to Let Volunteers Fly to Ukraine 

Ukrainian Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal on Twitter called on his Georgian counterpart Irakli Garibashvili to 

allow volunteers from Georgia to fly to Ukraine. 

“Brave Georgian brothers are waiting at the airport to fly to [Ukraine]. I hope [Irakli Garibashvili] will show his 

courage and give permission to fly. #Ukraine is waiting! #Europe is waiting! #StopRussia,” tweeted Ukraine’s 

Prime Minister. 

“Freedom-loving Georgian people, help your Prime Minister make the right decision!” Shmyhal added in 

address to Georgians (Civil.ge, February 28, 2022). 

 

 


